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An explicit construction isgiven Which produces all the proper fiats and the‘Tutte ~lynomial 
of a geometric lattice (or, more generally, amatroid) when only the hypeq&nes are know. A 
further construction explicitly ccrlculatzs the polychromate (a genera&&on of the Tutte 
polynomial) for a graph from its vertex-deleted subgrqhs. 
It was shown in [ll] that geometric lattices of series-parallel networks atisfy no 
lattice identity not satisfied by the class of zill lattices. Such is not the case for 
numerical invariants, since for all such connected @i$le) lattices L, the invariant 
B(L) = 6--l)“=’ c r(J+ (0,x) 
XEL 
takes the value 1, and this, in fact, characterizes series-parallel lattices among ali 
geometric lattices [2]. This latter invariant can be calculated from the ‘I’utte 
polynomial of L, t(L ; x, y ) (it is equal to @@x)(L ; 0,O)). Other invariants (for 
appropriate geometric lattices) which can be evaluated frbm t(t) have alpphca- 
tions in the fields of graph colorings and orientations, &ding theory, network 
flows, embeddings in projective and afEne space, akJ;‘r.arpkme dissection and 
separation in Euclidean spa=, zomtopes, per&atio~ theory, desips, and pack- 
ing. Surveys of these applications can be found forgxa+& in [I, 3,7,8,1.0,15]. 
The Tutte polynomial was introduced in [13] for graphs tit was later generalized 
by Crap0 to arbitrary geometric lattices [9n, and Tutte later showed that for 
graphs one could reconstruct it from the deck of vertex-deleted induced sub- 
graphs [:14]. Tutte’s proof, although adaptable to other invariants, is not easily 
implemented: it involves the calculation of a cc..~plicated and potentially infinite 
generating function. 
The purpose of this paper is two-fold. First, it is shown that for an arbitrary 
geometric lattice L,, when the deck of hyperplane isomorphism classes Iof L is 
given; the deck of isomorphism. classes uf all proper flats (with their multiplicities) 
can be computed. This in turn readily gives the Tutte polynomial of the lattice. 
(This generalizes vertex reconstruction of graphs, since for three-connected 
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gl-aphs, if L is the geometric lattice of G, the geometric lattices of the vertex- 
deleted subgraphs of G are precisely the simple hyperplane intervals of L [S].) 
Secondly, the multjichromatic polynomial of a graph G (an invariant introduced 
in [6]) is shown to ble explicitly reconstructible from, the multichromatic polyno- 
mials of the vertex-deleted subgraphs of G, P 2 this In turn leads to an easy 
recons’iuctlon 0s” t(G). The paper concludes with some examples and counterex- 
amples. 
2. MatmX lattices md invarhnts 
A (finite; geometric lattice L is a semimodu?ar point latt& (i.e. every lattice 
eiement is a supremum of atoms, and there is a rank femction r such that for al! x, 
y E L 
T(X) + r(y) 2 r(x v y) + r(x A y)). 
For any such lattice *the upper interval [Ix, i] is also a geometric lattice, as is the 
lower interval [& n]. A matroid lattice M is a geometric lattice with an integer 
weight assigned to its zero, 6, and to each atom a E A, where w(0) 20 is the 
number of loops of M, and w(a) a 1 is the muZ?ipEicity of the atom a. We then say 
the atom Q consists of w(a) points, and the m = IMI points of M are partitioned by 
tlhe atoms (and perhaps 0) (Geometric lattices generalize the notion of a subset of 
projective space, while matroid lattices generalize subsets of vectors in a vector 
space allowing the zero vector and repetitions.) 
General lattice elements are called Jlats, and for each flat x7 its cardinality is 
given by 
1X1= w(ci)-r C w(a). 
The case w(b) > 0 is easily reduced to the loopless case, so we will usually assume 
in the kIlowing that A4 is loopless. The geometric lattice associated with M is 
denoted a, alnd .for each such lattice (w(8) = 0 and) w(a) = 1 for all atoms a. 
Thus, 121 Will be t&e number of atoms contained in (i.e., less than or equal to) the 
flat x, and we will identify x with its matroid lattice [6, x]” Flats x such that 
P’ y ) = n’ 1) .- 1 are termed hyperplaraes. \ 
For any point 11 E M, the deletion A4 - p is a matroid lattice where if p is a loop -- 
or part of a multiple atom a, M - p = fi with w (6) or w(a) respectively reduced 
by one. If p is ;an atom, M-p is isomorphic to the supremum subsemilattice 
generated by the atoms A -{p} with weights the same as in M J+L point p is an 
islFtmus if r(M - I,) < r(M). 
The contraction M/p is isomorphic to M-p if p E 8. Otherwise, if p E. ~1, wp is 
isomorphic to th: interval [a, i] with all weights (cardinalities) in the interval 
reduced by one. 
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The Tutte polynomial t(M; x, y) is defined recursively by: 
t(M) = y if M comists of a single loop, 
._ .: ‘..; 
t{M) = ” if M is the geometric lattice consisting of a single (atomic) 
point, 
and 
t(M) = t(p)t(M- p) if p is a loop or isthmus, 
t(M) = t(M-- p) + t(M/p) otherwise. 
For a geometric lattice L, the characteristic pdymmial of L is given by 
x(L; A) = c ,(a, x)h’(*= (1) 
*EL 
where CL is the Wbius function of L. The coboundary polynomial of M is defined 
as 
$(M; z, A) = z z’x’xgx, I]; A) 
x&i 
FOI- a matroid M, if P is its s=t of points and P’ c P, define 
r(P’)=r V (a:pEu ffir some pEp3 . 
The rank generating function is then given by 
S(M; E6, ?I) = c zJP”llr(P~. 
P'EP 
(3) 
For any flat F of rank k, let 
Sk(F; u) = c c$ui 
i 
where cj is the number of (spanning) subsets of F of rank k. Therefore: 
S(M; w, u) = i uL c S’(F; u). (4 
k=O F:r(F)=l. 
The three two-variable polynomial invariants defined above are aii equivai;3nt 
in the sense thitt any can be derived from any other [3,8.9]: 
S(M; u, v) - (u,)‘% 
uu+l 
M; 7, u + 1 , 6) 
$(M; z, A) = .V”“S(M; z,-- 1, A-‘). (6) 
The reason for mentioning all three linvariants is that the coboundary polyno- 
mial, being a sum ovlr flats, is more lattice-theoretic, while the rank generating 
function is a sum over subsets of points and so is more in the spirit of matroids. 
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The Tutte polynomial on the other hand is generally easier to compute being 
defined recursively and is useful in applications (there being many classical 
invariants wt:dch obey the same recursion and which are therefore evaluations of 
WO). 
3. Hylperpllaee reconstiction 
In this section, M is a fixed matroid lattice of rank r with n atoms. For any 
k 2 0, let us index the isomorphism classes of matroids of rank k by the indexing 
set A” = {&}. Thus Fe3 stands for a rank-three matroid isomorphism clan, and it 
has IGI atoms. Let n(F&) denote the number of I”,ats x of M isomorphrc to &.. 
More geners$, call the sequence of isomorphism classes (F&, F&+1,. . . , Fam) the 
flag F,k,. _. ,Qm if & is (isomorphic to) a hyperplane of &+I for i = 
k, k + 1,. . . , m - 1. Further, for any such sequence, let n(s&. . . , am) be the 
number of sequences of flats (x~, . . . , x,,,) ii1 FOm with 4 isomorphic to F,i for all i. 
Thus, n(s<,k,. . . , a-) = n(spk, ak+l) l n($ak+l,ak+2) ’ ’ l n(~am-~,am). 
Lermna 3.1. Let M be a matroid with n atoms, and let F,k be an isomorphism 
class. Then : 
where the sum is owr nil izrrmorphism classes of matroids of rank k + 1 (WI;; in fact 
need only be over the fiyIite set of classes of rank-(k + 1) flats of M). 
Proof. bL geometric la.ttice is characterized by the fact that for any flat x and any 
atom Q, tz $ X, a v x covers x, and that, conversely, any cover of x is the supremum 
of x and s’ome atom. Thus, both sides of (7) count the pairs (a, xI;) where xk =&k 
and a $ X, . The left-hand side sums first over such flats Xk and the right-hand side 
sums over all fiats xk +l which have a h>y_rp!ane isomorphic to F,k. 
reposition 3.2. For la matroid lattice M of rank T with \#I = n atoms, 
dbr~f. ‘We use induction on r - k, the corank of F,. k. I.f r - k = 1, all products are 
el:qpty while n(&-1) = 1, so that both sides of (8) give the number of hyperplanes 
of 1M wl: iich are isomorphic to Far-l. Now assume we have proved the proposition 
for isomorphism classes of corank r - k - I and let FQk be some isomorphism 
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class. Then by (7) we get: 
n<+& ~k+l)n(F,k+l)(\~[ - [zi) 
1. 
n(F,k) = c (9) 
ak+leAk+l 
Using (8) to calculate n(Fak+l) we obtain the correct formula for n(lF,k) after 
noting that n(*&&+~) l n(i!&k+l . . . ..a r-l) = fi(sak ,...,a - ). 
Sin= GQ,. . . , a r-l) can be calculated within Fap-1 ii can 1G1 and Izl-lT&I 
for all i < r, if n(F,.-1) is jcrhtiwzxfor all Cl E Arm1 the right-hand side of (8) gives 
n( F&L) for all indices aR (k s r - 1) as a function of II, the number of atoms of 21. 
But n is reconstructible as we now prove. 
Theorem 3.3. The number of flu& x of M isomorphic to &k is given for all k s t - 1 
and a k E Ak by (8) where n is the unique integer (greater than the size of any 
hypeplane) which satisfks ihe equation: 
I= c n(F,.-I) 
c n(RXO..-d-~ )(\?$I - IF,lj) l l l (ICI - IF=r--2I, X 
1 
cc ,_..,a r-2 n(n - l)(n -IF,1)) l l l (n-IF&4 
(1Q) 
where tx* indexes the matroid isomorphic to the number of loops in any hyperplane _-- 
of M (so that (n - jF,~l) = n artd (IFall - JF,o]) = 1). 
Proof, By (8), the right hand side is the number of flats isomorphic to 6~ M. The 
solution is unique since for n > m--l (IF,.-IJ), the right-hand side decreases mono- 
tonically in n. 
C~0lky 3.4. A deck of hyperplanes comes from a matroid M onIy if for all 1, 
O<ISr-l 
where n is the solution of (lo), n*(F,k) is given by d&e right-hand side of (8), and 
&(l’;) is the number of I-eZement subsets of atoms whose supremum is F. 
0 y = ‘f c n*(&.p)&(&,p) k--l ork~Ak (10’) 
Proof. Apy I-element subset of atoms must span some flat of rank li (0 < k 6 1). 
Thus (10’) partitions the I-subsets of atoms of M according to their supremum. 
3. Let the deck X of hyperplanes of a rank four matroid be as fellows 
(where in the ’ aX;ie pictwq” mul$p!e points are represented by juxtaposed dots, 
rt* = n(Fi) and “ii = n(9i.j) l (I1”,/-IF,j)). I 
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n3 = 1 
F5 
A 
n5 = 8 
n4 = 6 
F6 
A 
n6 = 4 
Then, isomorphism classes of lines are 
F7 F8 F9 
and isomorphism classes of atoms are 
F1O F1l 
a1 am 
(there are no loops). 
Calculating the flag multiplkities we obtain: 
n = 6(4-2) 7,1 = 12 
n7_2 = 21 118.2 = 2 
n7.3 = 9 ‘18.3 = 2 n9,3 = 12 
n7,4 = 6 n9.4 = 6 
n?,s = 3 
n7.6 = 1 n9.6 = 2 
n10.7 = 2 
n - 6 10.8 
n - 1 10.9 n11.9 = 2. 
Thus, by (8) 
43 =- ng =- 
n-3' n-2' 
Equation (IO) becomes: 
which for n > 5 has the unique solution n = 9. 
Therefore, n7 = 25, n8 = 1, nla= 8, n10=8, and nil = 1. (An example of 
such a matroid is AG(3,2) with one double point and another point placed on one 
of the two-point lines.) 
We now reconstruct he rank generating function (and therefore the Tutte 
polynomial or coboundary po1yn~11.S). 
Theorem 3.6. The rank generating f&z&m S(M; u, u> can be reconstzz?ed from 
the deck of proper flats (and therefore fionz the de& Df hypq&mzes) by the 
eqratioat : 
S(M; u, u) = v’(u + 1)” + c (vk -vr) c t??&,p)Sk(F,k; u) 
k-a aLeAk 
where r = r(M) = r(F&+ 1, and m = jM\ = I&o\ +Ll n(&) . IFall. 
SCM; U, v) = v’S(M; u)+ c vk c n(Fak)sk(Fa~; u)* 
k<r a’ 
(12) 
Clearly, (11) and (12) agree except perhaps for terms involving u’. But 
S(hd; u, 1) = (u + l)“, and (11) also satisfies this idPyntity. Thus both agree on the 
cot” ‘3: $;t cf u’v’ for all i. 
Example 3.7. For the matroid of Example 3.4, we have 
S(M; u, u) = v4(u + l)‘O+ (v3 - v4) 
x[.5(u4+4u3)+2(u5+5u4+9u3) 
+(u”+6u”+ 15u4+ 15~~) 
-t6(~=+5~~+7u~)i+8~~+4(~~+2~~~)~ 
+(~2-t14)[25~~2+(~3+1ti2)+8(~3+2~2)] 
+ (u - u4)[81r +( u2 -I- 22.4 + 1 - v4. 
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Let G be a graph with vertex set V, IV1 = T. In [6] the polychromatic polynomial 
(or polychromate) of G, c(G; y, zl,. . . , z,) is defined: 
c(G; Y, 21,. . . , z,) = c MG(i, n)y’5” (13) 
where TT ranges over all partitions of the integer r, and if rr = 1”12”2 l l l rar (SO that 
Ci ja, = v), then z’” = z;~~z;z l l * z>, and M& w) is the number of pa-titioqs of the 
vertex set of G of type 7~ (that is with q blocks of i vertices each) such that there 
are precisely i edges of G each of which join two vertices within the 2;ame ticscr;~. 
The polychromate c(G) generalizes the Tutte polynomial in the sense that if 
M(G) is the matroid lattice of G (where multiple points correspond to multiple 
edges!, then 
(14) 
The polychromate, however, gives more information about the graph G. For 
‘example, if G has no multiple edges or loops, then c(G) al%ows one to compute 
I(G) for the complementary graph G of G and also gives the size of a maximal 
matching. 
We will assume in the following that G has no loops (for reconstruction, loops 
a.re easily handled). If V’ c V, let G(V- V’) denote the induced subgraph of G 
obtained when the vertices V’ (and all incident edges) are deleted. A classical 
result [12,14] shows that (in analogy with Plaoposition 3.2) ;he deck of proper 
subgraphs G( V- V’) (V’ c V, V’+ 8) cari be obtained from the vertex deletions 
(G( v- u)}. Let {pk} = Bk index isomoqhism classes of graphs with k vertices, 
ar,d for any given isomorphism class let n( C&k) be the number of k-vertex subsets 
V’ such that G(V’) = ct,k. Thus, if n(G& is given for all indices pr-% BP-l, 
then n(G,k) is known for all k Cr. 
For the graph G, we now define the one-variable polynomial pk(G; y) by: 
pk(G) - c ,,lccw)l = c %(I’, dy’ (‘15) 
wcv 
jW(=k 
where \G( W)\ is the number of edges in the subgraph induced by the vertex 
subset W, and T is the partition with ak == 1 and a1 = 1 V\ - k. More generally, let 
p,(G) = ‘: M&r n)y’ (16) 
for a partition 7r of r. 
.I 1 Let G be a graph with v vertices. For all k, n(G) is reconsf u&de: 
p,(G) = y” where m = n(G,d I +I 
p*EB* 
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and 
Pxoof. For k C r, the equation for h(G)_ is immediate, while p,(G) r= yisi, z,d IGj 
is the sum of the multiplicities 0;: all edges. 
We are now able to prove our principal result: that c(G) is {explicitly) 
reconstructiile. We do so by first showing how to get the polynomial contribution 
c ‘1 i yp1 . . l z> for a fix& partition q = Pa1 - l * P*. From Theorem 4.2, the formula 
for cb ‘3) in Corollary 4.3 is immediate, but we emphasize that it is Theorem 4.2 
which proz ides the easiest calculation for the actual coefficients in c(G). 
Theorem 4.2. Jkt G be a graph with r vertices and let T = 1”12”2 - * - rc? bi a 
partition of r. Then 
Proof. Let q be represented by the sequence (TV, . . . , n,) where ?ri 2 Ti+l a0 
and I{s: Ti = k}l = 4. For any subgraph H of G with vertex set VH, let W’, be the 
set of all sequences (WI, . . . , W,) of vertex subsets of H with 1 Wij = vi. The 
number n m,n (I-I) of such sequences such that & \H(Wi)l = rr~ is the coefficient of 
y” in 
n P,(H) = n (p;uw~. 
i i 
Then the coefficient of y” in the right-hand side of (17) is given by 
t c (-l)‘V’-‘V”n,,,(G(V’)). (18) 
Qj I v’=v 
i 
For any subset V c V,, denote bv A,,,v(H) the number of sequences in wm 
such that xi IH( Wi)\ = m and U i Wi = V . ‘IXen, clea.rly, 
Inverting (19) by inclusion-exclusion we get 
%??,,vJH) = c (-l)‘V,‘-‘V’~.,(Hfv)). (20) 
V'GV, 
But %n,,,, (G) is the coefficient of ym in pi! p,(G), so combining (20) aad (1% 
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we get that both sides of (17) are equal to 
l R- -- 
n aj ! f;: nm.m.Vf3 WY”. 
i 
\?Zik;; Itotk sides of (17) are multiplied by zyl 9 . 9 z> and then summed over all 
integer partitions of r, we obtain: 
CoroIlapy 4.3. For any graph G., the polychromate is reconstmctible by the formula: 
c(G; y, ~1,. l . , zr) = z. (-F‘ C 
pl’d3” 
nG,4 l exp( c Zipi(C,.)) 
i 
= izo (-ljrMk C n(Gbk)eXp[f Z,p,(c,.)) 
Bk i=O 
+ exp( ‘2 zi (C n(Gpi)Y'G@il) + ZrYr n(Go’)iG623 (21) 
i=O 8’ 
Example 4.4. Let G be a six-edge circuit, and for B5 = (l), B4 = (2,3,4}, B3 = 
{5,6.7}, and B2 = (3,9}, let the induced graphs Gi be pictured below along with 
their multiplicities and “edge-generating function” p*(Gi). 
P2G,_) - 4~ + 6 
/ 
G3 G4 
6.2 
n2=F=6 
P2 (G2) =3y+3 
n3 = 6 
P(G)=2y+/r 
2 3 
n4 - 3 
p2 (G4) = 2y + 4 
t - Pa)“a 
6= 6, 
@ 6a 0 
*a 
z + k * ('9)"d 
zt - gu 
0 
‘t + AZ -= ea)“a 
9= % 
Exaqle 5.2. There is, of course, no reason to believe that we can reconstruct 
t(G) if we know only the cardinalities of all the flats of L (as opposed to their 
isomorphism type). 
For example, let MI and M2 be the rank-three matroids pictured below: 
MI and M2 each have ten points with nontrivial multiplicities IQI= 3 and 
ibl== /cl = 2. Further, let MI be the seven point matroid whose geometric lattice is 
isomorphic to that of Mi but with multipiicities Ial = 2, lb\ = ICI = 1. 
Finally, let fi, be the matroid on 34 points consisting of MI, three copies of 
MS, and a triangle placed freely in rank three and let 1& be the rank-three 
matroid cons:isting of M,, three copies of MT,, and a three-point line. (Each lattice 
is the Cartesian pr~.-luct of five lattices truncated to rank three.) The reader may 
check that t(&) f t(Gz) but that a, and I$ have the same number of i-point 
atoms and lines for all i. 
Example 5.3. We present a matroid example to show that knowing the car- 
dinahties of all the hyperplanes is insufhcient to determine the number of atoms 
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(or points). Let MI be the rank-three matroid consisting of one line of seven 
double points and 99 other points in general position. Let M2 consist of a line L 
of 14 points placed freely in rank three with respect to a matroid MS consisting of 
105 atoms, 693 three-point lines, and 3381 two-point lines (such a matroid is 
possible since one may take a Steiner triple system of 105 points and destroy 
1127 of the 1820 three-point subsets (lines). 
One easily checks that Ml and M2 both have one line of 14 points, 4851 lines 
of two points each, and 493 three-point lines. However, MI has 106 atoms and 
113 points, while M2 has 119 atoms (with no multiple points). 
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